CASAC ELEMENTARY JUDGING RUBRIC

revised 2017

Total Points_______
Project # _______

Place_______

Grand Champ Consideration

Yes No

Title __________________________________________________________________
Question/ Title
0-no question or title
1- topic unclear in title/ question
2-well-defined question; title descriptive

Conclusion
0- none shown
1- does not relate to the problem/
hypothesis or is not supported by
data
Hypothesis
2- has some relevance to the
0- none shown
problem/hypothesis, but not supported
1- weak; shows little understanding
by the data
2- minimal; shows some understanding
3- addresses the problem/hypothesis,
3- adequate; shows understanding
but not easily supported by the data
4-very good; shows strong reasoning
4-addresses the problem/hypothesis, but
5- well-defined; shows deep understanding
is unclearly supported by the data
5- addresses the problem/hypothesis
and is clearly supported by the data
Procedure
Writing, spelling, grammar,
0- none shown or demonstration only
organization
1- incomplete or disorganized
0- illegible and hard to understand
2- detailed; accounts for some variables
1- difficult to understand due to
3- detailed; accounts for most variables
multiple grammatical, organizational, or
4- details; accounts for all variables
spelling errors
5-detailed; accounts for all variables, includes 2- understandable; some grammatical,
controls
organizational, or spelling errors
3- understandable; few grammatical,
organizational, or spelling errors
4- understandable; no grammatical,
organizational, or spelling errors
Testing/Trials
Presentation/Neatness/Appeal of
0- none shown
Display
1- single observation or group
0- unsatisfactory neatness AND display
2- multiple obs./groups, limited to 2 trials
1- unsatisfactory neatness OR display
3- multiple obs./groups, limited to 3 trials
2- satisfactory neatness AND organized
4- multiple obs./groups, more than 3 trials
display
5- multiple obs./groups/control groups, 3
3- very neat/ attractive/ well-organized
trials
6- multiple obs./ groups/control groups, more
than 3 trials

Data
0- none shown
1- limited data is displayed; insufficient for
valid conclusion
2-some data displayed, but incomplete or
poorly displayed
3- data recorded, displayed/ in graphs/charts,
hard to understand
4- data recorded, displayed/ in graphs/charts,
most components included to understand
5- data recorded, displayed/ in graphs/charts,
all components included
Originality
1- typical project, typical approach
2- typical project, unique approach
3- creative project, typical approach
4- creative/original project, unique approach

Project Log Book
0-none shown
1- one element
included
2- includes 2 elements
3- includes 3 elements
4- includes 4 elements
included
5- incudes 5 elements
6- includes all 6
elements

*Elements of
Log Book:
-Rough draft
-Observations
recorded
-Chronological
order
-Data collected
-Handwritten
and legible
-Corresponds
to project

Scoring will be:
First Place39-45 points
Second
33-38 points
Third
29-32 points
HM
28 points or less
Participation
demonstration model

This feedback will be returned to parents and students.

Constructive feedback from the judges:
1. What did you like about this student’s science project?

2. What suggestion(s) can you offer to help this student improve his or her science
project?

